
Special Park Board Meeting:  November 30, 2020 

November 24, 2020 

TO: Park Board Chair and Commissioners 

FROM: General Manager – Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation 

SUBJECT: 2021 Fees and Charges - Parks and Recreation 

 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 

THAT the Vancouver Park Board approve changes to the 2021 Fees and Charges, as 
summarized in the body of this report and detailed in Appendix A. 

 

REPORT SUMMARY 

It is Park Board policy that fees and charges for Park Board services are established on a cost 
recovery basis for core parks and recreational services, while remaining comparable to other 
municipalities and private providers. For services considered to be outside of the core service 
areas, fees and charges are set close to market to enable the Park Board to generate revenues 
to subsidize costs across other service areas.  
 
For 2021, the baseline proposed fee increase required to support increasing costs has been 
determined to be 2%; fee increases that are higher than that general 2% are discussed in the 
body of the report. Full details of all fees and charges are detailed in Appendix A. 
 
The proposed changes for the 2021 Fees and Charges are consistent with Park Board policy and 
reflect a careful consideration of market and customer impacts, including a focus on affordability. 
Revenue generated by the proposed fee increases in this report have been incorporated into the 
proposed 2021 Operating Budget and contribute between approximately $700,000 - $900,000 
toward covering the impacts of estimated cost increases. 
 

POLICY 

The Park Board policy on user fees & charges was most recently updated as part of the 2019 
Fees & Charges Board report and is summarized as follows:  

- User fees and charges will be levied to recover all or a portion of overall operating costs. 

- All fees and charges will be adjusted to accommodate changes in the marketplace and in 
operating and maintenance costs. 

- The General Manager will have the authority to waive or reduce fees and alter fees for 
services for promotion purposes and to quickly establish fees for experimental services. 

- Fees may be revised for people with accessibility issues and their attendants, families, 
groups, frequent users, low priority times, promotions and marketing strategies. 

- Each ice rink and indoor pool will include at least four hours of low-cost public sessions 
each week.  

https://parkboardmeetings.vancouver.ca/2018/20181210/DECISION-2019FeesChargesParksRecreation-20181210.pdf
https://parkboardmeetings.vancouver.ca/2018/20181210/REPORT-2019FeesCharges-ParksRecreation-20181210.pdf
https://parkboardmeetings.vancouver.ca/2018/20181210/REPORT-2019FeesCharges-ParksRecreation-20181210.pdf
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- Leisure Access Program (LAP) participants receive free access to public swimming and 
skating, and a reduction at Park Board operated fitness centres.  Reductions are available 
for Flexipasses, swim lessons and skate lessons as well as a minimum of one recreation 
program per community centre per season at participating centres.  

- Unless otherwise specified, fees are defined for age-based and family categories as 
follows: 

- Pre-school: 4 years of age and under 

- Child:  5 to 12 years inclusive 

- Youth:  13 to 18 years inclusive 

- Adult:  19 to 64 years inclusive 

- Seniors: 65 years and up 

- Family: 1-2 adults of the same household and their children.  

- Where noted, to encourage family participation, family pricing is available; each person in 
the family pays the child rate, subject to a two-person minimum.  

- An age-based fee structure will be maintained that provides the following general 
discounts from adult fees for recreation services:  

- Youth and Senior: 30% discount 

- Child:  50% discount 
 

BACKGROUND 

As detailed in the Vancouver Charter under section 488, subsections (6), (7) & (8) and section 
490, the Park Board has exclusive jurisdiction over fees and rental charges in parks within the 
City of Vancouver.  
 
In recent years, the Park Board has approved fees and charges prior to the start of the calendar 
year and in conjunction with the proposed annual operating budget submission to Vancouver City 
Council. Advance approval of Fees & Charges provides users with notice of expected fees and 
ensures the revenue estimates included as part of the annual operating budget submission 
incorporate planned changes to the Park Board’s fee structures and rates.  
 
As part of the City’s engagement process for the 2021 budget, residents and businesses were 
asked their preferred approach to be taken by the City to balance its budget. Respondents were 
open to a variety of tools and, on average, the measures that residents and businesses supported 
the most are as follows: 

- Increase user fees for City services that currently have fees (51% on average) 

- Postpone infrastructure projects e.g. new amenities or major repairs (52%) 

- Introduce new user fees for some City services that currently have no fees (47%) 
 
Respondents were asked specifically about their support for increasing user fees for services 
they or their business use.  As illustrated in Figure 1 below, over two-thirds (68%) of residents 
and businesses surveyed are willing to pay more in user fees. Businesses are somewhat more 
willing this year to pay these fees (67% vs. 61%), while residents remain the same (69% vs. 
71%). 

http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/vanch_24#section488.
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Willingness to pay more in user fees 

 

Figure 1:  2021 Budget Engagement Survey Results 

 

DISCUSSION 

In preparing the recommended 2021 Fees and Charges, staff reviewed comparative market rates, 
considered effects of proposed fees on customers, and integrated implications from proposed fee 
changes into the proposed 2021 Parks and Recreation Operating Budget. 
 
As described in the Park Board Fees and Charges Policy, a fundamental rationale for adjusting 
fees and charges is to ensure a reasonable recovery of associated operating costs. Given the 
projected reduction in revenue generated by the Park Board (~$20 million), approximately 32% 
of the Park Board’s proposed 2021 operating budget is funded by fees and charges compared to 
47% in 2020.  
 
As operating costs increase, similar increases to fees and charges are required to help maintain 
the high level of services provided by the Park Board. Increases in costs are primarily the result 
of wage increases including fringe benefits.  In addition, many service areas will be affected by 
inflationary increases for supplies, materials and contracted services. To help offset these rising 
costs while maintaining high service levels, an increase of 2% to most fees and charges, as well 
as some higher increases in specific areas have formed the baseline for the proposed increases 
detailed in Appendix A and summarized in Table 1 below.  Given the level of uncertainly with 
respect to our 2021 volumes and associated revenues, ranges of expected revenues are 
provided. 
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Table 1: Proposed 2021 Fees & Charges 

Area 
Proposed Rate 

Increase (Pre-Tax) 
Revenue to 
Park Board 

Parking – Existing Various $225,000 - $300,000 

Parking – Queen Elizabeth Park (New) - $100,000 - $130,000 

Park Board Recreation Fees 
Fees have been reviewed and increases are proposed in the ranges noted below; 
however, due to COVID-19 related requirements for registration and reduced facility 
capacity, predicting the revenue generated by any one fee increase is challenging. 

$180,000 - $220,000 

Recreation Admissions & Passes  Most fees 2%  

Park Board Recreation Lessons and Programs  Most fees 2%  

Park Board Recreation Rentals - Indoors Most fees 2%  

Park Board Recreation Rentals - Outdoors Most fees 4%  

Regulation Golf and Pitch & Putt 2% $160,000 - $180,000 

Marinas 2% $60,000 - $70,000 

Destination Attraction Admissions and Event & 
General Permits 

Most fees 2% $20,000 - $40,000 

Total  $745,000 - $940,000 

 
 
The following section provides a brief description of the proposed fee adjustments by program 
area. 
  

Parking 

Overview 

Paid parking is in place at a number of parks and community centres around the City and 
revenues generated are used to subsidize other program areas and services in parks and 
recreation.  For 2020, parking revenue was budgeted at $8 million; however due to COVID, there 
were lot closures in March as part of our efforts to support physical distancing, reduce crowding 
at destination parks & beaches, and encourage use of neighbourhood parks.  The lots were 
reopened in May, but have been below capacity as we operate in a pandemic environment.   As 
restrictions on gatherings and events continue to be in place, parking revenue budget for 2021 
has been reduced to $7 million.   
 
Pricing Considerations 

Efficient parking pricing provides numerous benefits including improved user convenience by 
ensuring parking spaces turnover, limited use of parking stalls for non-Park Board activities, and 
increased revenues.  Parking rates are determined based on a scan of competitive lots and meter 
rates in the relevant areas, with consideration given to affordability of parks and recreation users.  
For 2021, there is an opportunity to increase some parking rates by higher percentages given the 
factors just mentioned, and that improvement in parking revenues further help support the Parks 
and Recreation system including Park Maintenance.     
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Parking at Queen Elizabeth Park 
Currently Queen Elizabeth Park offers free and paid parking on site.  Staff recommend 
implementing pay parking at the free lot.  The site in question is located by the Pitch & Putt course 
and tennis courts.  This parking lot is being occupied by park users, visitors to neighboring areas 
and construction crew on developments in the vicinity.  By implementing paid parking, the lot 
would be consistent with other paid lots in the park and will help to deter traffic that is not using it 
for its intended purpose. 
 
After initial set up cost of two meters (~$15,000), the projected annual revenue from this lot is 
estimated to be $100,000 to $130,000. 
 

 
 
Veterans Parking  
City Council made a recent decision to offer veterans year-round free parking at City of Vancouver 
parking meters, which included a request for the Easy Park Board and Park Board to consider 
similar actions at their pay parking sites. 
 
The Park Board has no specific policy established regarding offering free parking to veterans, 
however in order to highlight and recognize their service to Canada it has been the practice to 
exempt those displaying a veteran licence plate from paying for parking at Park Board managed 
lots during the week leading up to and including Remembrance Day.   
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The Easy Park Board has approved offering year-round free parking to veterans at the City of 
Vancouver parking lots they manage, and grant free year-round meter parking to vehicles 
displaying a BC veteran licence plate.   
 
The Park Board’s VanPlay Framework puts an emphasis on equity in service provision.  In order 
to reflect that the Park Board’s policy is one of equity and ability to pay, while also aligning with 
the recent Council decision to limit confusion between parking lots managed by the City and the 
Park Board, staff recommend that veterans paid parking be optional for the same term as the 
City’s pilot project. Veterans can support the Parks and Recreation system by paying for parking 
however Veterans who choose not to pay and display a Veterans license plate will not be ticketed.  
 
Notable 2021 Rate Changes 

A review of the market indicated that we are lower than our competitors’ lots.  To better align 
these rates, but still maintain affordability for park and recreation users, rate increases are 
proposed as follows 
 

Table 2: Proposed Parking Rate Increases 

Area 
Proposed Rate 

Increase (Post-Tax) 

Hourly 
$0.00 - $0.25 
(0% to 17%) 

Daily 
$0.00 - $2.40 
(0% to 12%) 

Monthly, Annual and Seasonal 
$10 - $44.23 
(2% to 25%) 

 
 
Parking rates are shown inclusive of relevant taxes.  Details of proposed prices are included in 
Appendix A.   
 

Marinas 

Overview 

The Park Board operates two marinas: Burrard Civic Marina and Heather Civic Marina. Heather 
Civic Marina is operated by the Park Board on behalf of the Property Endowment Fund (PEF), 
with any net surplus from operations being transferred to the PEF; the Park Board does not retain 
any financial benefit from this operation. Marina operations in total generate roughly $3.6 million 
from user fees.  
 
Notable 2021 Rate Changes 

In 2019, Park Board engaged a third party to conduct a rate appraisal which completed earlier in 
2020.  The appraisal resulted in most rates increasing by 2% effective April 1st with exception of 
land storage which were significantly lower than market.  An increase of 7% was implemented on 
these rates to be comparable to market.  For 2021, a rate increase of 2% is proposed for all fee 
categories. 
 
Details of proposed prices are included in Appendix A. 
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Special Events & Film 

Overview 

The Park Board hosts special events and filming activities, with parks in constant demand for 
siting. While the use of park sites for large scale events and filming are welcomed, it is important 
to balance the use of park locations to minimize public access restrictions.  
 
Previously, special events and filming generated roughly $1 million in revenue through permit and 
use fees.  These revenues help to offset costs associated with park maintenance.  With COVID-
19 restrictions on events for 50+ people and social gatherings, revenue expectation for 2021 
budget has been adjusted down to $0.6 million. 
 
Pricing Considerations 

Pricing for special events and filming takes into consideration both the costs to operate and market 
conditions, with an overall goal of generating a net surplus to help fund other services and events 
which benefit all parks users.   
 
Notable 2021 Rate Changes 

COVID-19 pandemic has changed the landscape in how and where businesses operate.  The 
Provincial Health Officer’s restriction on social gatherings and limit on group size saw the demand 
for small group event permits and outdoor spaces for activities that would typically be held indoors 
(ie: fitness/yoga classes).  In response to the environment, new fee levels were created in 2020 
to accommodate smaller groups.  Most 2021 fees are proposed to increase by 2% with exceptions 
in the following areas.  

 

Table 3: Proposed Rate Increases for Events & General Permits 

Product 
Proposed Rate 

Increase 
(Pre-Tax) 

Private Events 
$15 - $124 

(5%) 

Filming/Photography   
$1 - $90 

(2% - 6%) 

 
 
A review of permit fees on private events and filming/photography indicate that our rates are below 
other municipalities.  Filming in particular is significantly low compared to filming industry.  The 
activities in these categories are commercial in nature, hence would be able to absorb additional 
fees.  A rate increase of 5% ($15 to $124) for private events and 6% ($1 to $90) for filming/ 
photography are proposed for 2021. 
 
Details of proposed prices are included in Appendix A. 
 

Recreation Admissions, Programs and Facilities 

Overview 

Recreation Services provides core programs and facilities to support residents and visitors staying 
active and healthy. In 2020, the Park Board was budgeted to generate over $20 million from 
recreation user fees at arenas, aquatic facilities, Park Board run fitness centres, and outdoor sport 
facilities. However, as many facilities were closed beginning in March 2020 and are currently in 
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the midst of restarting services, the actual user fee revenue forecast to be earned in 2020 is just 
over $10 million.  
 
Recognizing that facility capacities due to COVID-19 restrictions will continue to limit the revenues 
that can be generated from recreation user fees, the proposed recreation user fee revenue budget 
for 2021 has been set at $11 million, with the difference to be made up from increased tax support. 
In addition to the reduced revenue capacity, the required extra cleaning and line management in 
recreation facilities is expected to increase staff costs by ~8%.  In an effort to reduce the impact 
of these budget changes on taxes, the recreation budget includes a $220,000 target increase for 
revenues from increased user fees, based on applying an average of 2% fee increase to the 2021 
budget of $11 million.  
 
Pricing Considerations 

User fees help to offset the costs of direct staffing (such as instructors), indirect staff (such as 
programmers and cashiers), as well as facility operating and maintenance costs (such as facility 
cleaning, heating and cooling costs). Recreation user fees budgeted for in 2021 subsidize roughly 
20% of recreation expenditures.  Costs not funded through user fees are subsidized through other 
Park Board revenue sources and via property tax funding. 
 
Due to the changes in facility operations, predicting the contribution of any single fee increase is 
difficult, but the rates proposed reflect the attempt by staff to address increased costs, facility 
capacity limits, customer impacts & equity issues.  
 
Notable 2021 Rate Changes 

Recreation Admissions & Passes  

Adult Flexipass and drop-in admission passes are proposed to increase by approximately 2%. 
This increase will help to offset costs while remaining comparable to other municipalities. 
 
Maple Grove Outdoor Pool drop-in admissions are proposed to increase for the first time since 
2018 with adult rates rising from $3 to $4 (a 33% increase) & child/youth/senior rates rising 
from $2 to $3 (a 50% increase). It is proposed to increase these rates at $1 per year until they 
are synchronized with the standard pool Drop-in admission rates, reflecting that the services 
received at this pool are similar to all other outdoor pools with the exception of length 
swimming.  
 
Staff are continuing to align extended term/multiple visit products pricing to a standard 
discount model when compared to drop-in pricing and 1-month Flexipasses.  This pricing 
structure promotes an extended commitment to recreational activity by users.  The proposed 
2021 discount methodology and the longer-term targets are outlined below. 
 

Table 4:  Recreation Pass Discounts 

Product 
2020 

Discount 
2021 

Discount 
Target 

Discount 

10-visit admission pass & Indoor Cycling 10-visit 
admission passes 
(discount compared to purchase of 10 drop-ins) 

18% 16% 10% 

Public Skate Rental 10 tickets & Kerrisdale Play 
Palace 10-visit pass 
(discount compared to purchase of 10 one-time fees) 

20% 16% 10% 
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A new Family Swim/Skate Reservation Fee is proposed for 2021 in response to public 
requests to provide a better option for family reservation booking during COVID-19 occupancy 
restrictions (software limitations have made it difficult to facilitate these bookings). The 
proposed $12.68 pre-tax rate is equivalent to two adult admissions and will allow up to two 
adults from the same household & three children (aged 5-18) to book a swim or skate 
reservation for a single time slot. The existing Family Drop-in admission per person rate will 
still apply for Family Drop-ins not using the advanced reservation process. 
 
Youth, Senior, and Child discounts are applied to noted adult admission rates based on the 
Park Board age-based fee structure policy: 50% discount for Child, 30% discount for Youth 
and Senior.  Exceptions to this discount policy are noted in Appendix A. 

 
Pool, Arena & Outdoor Sport Lessons and Programs  

Lessons and programs at pools and arenas will increase by approximately 2%. 
 

It is proposed to continue the process that began in 2020 of aligning child and youth lesson 
pricing at pools and arenas. This will mean a 3% increase for child & youth pricing at pools as 
staff aim to align this product pricing with the Park Board’s 30% discount policy.  The proposed 
2021 discount methodology and the longer-term targets are detailed below. 
 

Table 5:  Child and Youth Swim Discounts 

Product 
2020 

Discount 
2021 

Discount 
Target 

Discount 

Child and Youth Swim Lessons – 30 mins 
(discount compared to adult lesson pricing) 

30.6% 30.0% 30.0% 

Child and Youth Swim – 45 mins 
(discount compared to adult lesson pricing) 

34.3% 33.7% 30.0% 

 
Adult learn to skate lessons will increase by $0.29 (3.5%) per 30 minute class while child & 
preschool lessons will not increase to continue transitioning rate alignment with 30% age 
based discount for youth. The adult lesson increase is part of a multi-year plan to align skate 
lesson pricing with aquatics lessons. 
 
Vancouver Aquatic Centre child minding strip tickets are proposed to increase by 7% ($3.22), 
to align the discount structure with the other visit pass discounts discussed previously. This 
change will begin the transition from the current 20% discount price of $45.92 over 10 
individual drop-in fees to a 16% discount price of $49.14 for 2021, with the eventual goal of 
providing a 10% discount. 
 
It is proposed that there be no increase to fees for outdoor sport programming established in 
2020 as the plan to launch these new programs during 2020 were put on hold due to COVID-
19 restrictions.  
 
Pool, Arena & Outdoor Sport Rentals  

Rental price structures at arenas and pools have been affected by COIVD-19 staffing 
requirements and facility occupancy restrictions and the rates proposed for 2021 reflect the 
overall rate changes for various sports and facilities, with rate changes ranging between 0% 
and 5% increases.  
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For indoor pool rentals, no increase is proposed, as rental groups must now pay for the full 
staff costs related to COVID-19 safety plan pool usage restrictions because rental times can 
no longer share lifeguarding costs with public swim times. Foregoing an increase in the 2021 
base rental rates helps ensure these group rentals can continue to provide sport opportunities 
for clubs, teams and other rental groups and once COVID-19 restrictions are removed rental 
rates can be adjusted to catch up to the increases foregone for 2021. 
 
Outdoor pool rentals are also proposed to have no increase, in keeping with the lack of 
increase proposed for indoor pools and reflecting that no rental times were provided during 
2020 due to COVID-19 facility usage restrictions.  
 
Similarly, fitness studio & bleacher rentals were impacted by COVID-19 restrictions on 
participants and spectators, and it is proposed to not increase these fees for 2021 until the 
current pricing structures can be properly evaluated. 
 
For arena rentals, generally all fees are proposed to increase by 2%, with the exception of 
Hockey School Fees, with a proposed increase of 5%.  This is of reflective of these being 
specialty rentals generally occurring during summer when operating costs are higher, and the 
additional wear and tear on the ice from this use sometimes necessitates extra time to repair 
the ice, reducing the ice availability for other rentals.  
 
For field, turf and outdoor court rentals, rates are proposed to increase by 4% as user groups 
have expressed their willingness to pay for increased service through increase in user fees 
and a significant investment in expanded service was made in the 2020 budget.   
 
Racquet court fees will increase by an average of 2%.  

 
Details of all proposed recreation prices are included in Appendix A. 
 

Regulation Golf Courses and Pitch & Putts 

Overview 

The Park Board operates three regulation golf courses and three pitch & putt courses.  Golf related 
user fees are budgeted to generate revenues of $8.6 million in 2021, which is used to offset costs 
in other service areas. 
 
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, both regulation and pitch & putt courses were closed 
between March to May.  These courses were reopened with capacity limits and COVID-19 safety 
protocols in place.  Although operating in a strained environment, golf capacity limits were 
maximized during the summer months and performing on par. 
 
Pricing Considerations 

In determining golf rates, staff performed a market scan of other competing courses in the area 
and an increase of 2% is proposed on all golf fees. 
 
Details of proposed prices are included in Appendix A. 
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Destination Attractions 

Overview 

The Park Board operates three unique destination attractions: VanDusen Botanical Garden, 
Bloedel Conservatory, and Stanley Park Train. For 2021, these attractions are budgeted to 
generate total of $1.8 million in revenue with $1.2 million coming from the VanDusen Botanical 
Garden through a variety of activities, including garden admissions, special events, and rentals 
of room and garden spaces, $0.4 million from the Bloedel Conservatory and $0.2 million from the 
Stanley Park Train.  
 
COVID-19 restrictions have significantly impacted these destination attractions.  The Train and 
VanDusen gift shop have closed since March.  VanDusen Garden and Bloedel Conservatory were 
closed a couple of months, but have reopened with capacity restrictions and safety protocols in 
place.  Bright Nights at the Train and Festival of Lights at VanDusen have been approved for 
reopening during the holidays, but with capacity limits and safety protocols.   Rental opportunities 
have been lost due to group size restrictions as ordered by the province.  With restrictions still in 
place, total revenue budgeted for 2021 is $1.8 million.  
 
Pricing Considerations 

Decisions on admission pricing are primarily based on the recoverability of costs to operate, and 
an assessment of the value of the visitor experience as the garden, conservatory, and train are 
unique attractions with limited comparable experiences.  
 
For rentals at VanDusen, further consideration is given to events that restrict general garden 
access (e.g. events in the garden and lake/pond areas such as weddings or corporate events). 
Rental discounts for charities and non-profit groups are also provided. 
 
Notable 2021 Rate Changes 

VanDusen Botanical Garden 
Propose increase of 2% on general admissions.  Senior, youth and child rates will be adjusted 
in accordance to the Park Board’s discount policy, with prices rounded to the nearest $0.05.  
 
An increase of 2% to 5% is proposed for rentals at VanDusen in order to align with comparable 
market rates. 
 
Charity/non-profit discounts are transitioning to a target 30% discount by decreasing the 
discount annually by 0.5%.  The 2021 discount rate is set at 33.5%. 

 
Bloedel Conservatory 
An increase of 2% is proposed on general admissions.  Seniors, youth, and child admissions 
are priced in accordance with Park Board discount policy. 

 
Stanley Park Train 
An increase of 2% is proposed on general admissions, adjusted to nearest $0.25 to reflect 
market practice.  Seniors, youth, and child admissions are priced in accordance with Park 
Board discount policy. 
 
Stanley Park Train has not been in operation since closure in March as result of COVID.  It is 
re-opening for Bright Nights in December with reduced capacity and safety protocols. 

  
Details of all proposed prices are included in Appendix A 
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Holiday Event Pricing 

As approved during the 2020 Fees & Charges review process, holiday event pricing is no longer 
part of this process.  Prices are to be determined closer to the events, once the information 
required to set prices becomes available, subject to approval of the General Manager.  
 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

The revenue increases generated by the proposed fee changes have been incorporated into the 
2021 proposed Operating Budget, contributing approximately $745,000 - $940,000 in revenues. 
 

CONCLUSION  

It is Park Board policy that fees and charges for Park Board services are established on a cost 
recovery basis for core parks and recreational services, while remaining comparable to other 
municipalities and private providers. For services considered to be outside of the core service 
areas, fees and charges are set close to market to enable the Park Board to generate revenues 
to subsidize costs across other service areas.  
 
The proposed changes for the 2021 Fees and Charges (detailed in Appendix A) are consistent 
with Park Board policy and consider market and customer impacts, keeping affordability at the 
forefront of proposed rates.  The revenue increases generated by the fee increases proposed in 
this report have been incorporated into the 2021 Proposed Operating Budget and are expected 
to contribute between $745,000 and $940,000 toward increased costs of providing parks and 
recreation services for 2021. 
 
 
General Manager's Office 
Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation 
Vancouver, BC 
 
Prepared by:  
Sarah Kapoor, Acting Director, Financial Planning & Analysis 
 
/ski/me/clc 

 
 
 


